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AUTHOR: President Schueler
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1. WHEREAS, the University of Wyoming (UW) currently assesses most tuition equally
2. across all disciplines and majors at the same degree levels; and,
3. WHEREAS, many students at the UW change or add majors during their university careers;
4. and,
5. WHEREAS, many students at the UW are sensitive to costs in their degree programs; and,
6. WHEREAS, when choosing classes and majors, students should make selections based on
7. academic interest; and,
8. WHEREAS, differentiated pricing structures have been found to discourage students from
9. choosing more expensive classes and majors (Stange, 2013).
10. THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming
11. Student Government support the levying of tuition and fees at the university which does
12. not differentiate between academic majors or disciplines.
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